Maintaining large websites and verifying their semantic content is a difficult task. In this paper we propose a framework for syntactic validation, semantic verification and automatic correction of websites based on the logic programming language XCentric. Here we purpose a new approach conciliating the highly declarative model of XCentric with compile and run time verification techniques, mainly based on type checking to automatically repair and audit websites. The result is an easy to follow model to improve and audit website content.
Introduction
Maintainance of a large website can be a tedious and difficult task. If the website is built by many different people the problem increases considerably. Now, suppose we want to impose certain type of restrictions on the content provided in this website. For example, imagine you administer a faculty website and you want to guarantee that all the teachers provide information on their personal home pages about the courses they teach and about their scientific research. There is a also lot of information that can be used to infer more information. For example, in our department we have all the publications added to a central page and we would like to infer some statistical data from it. Executing these tasks manually is tedious. In this paper we present a framework for syntactic validation and semantic verification of content which extends our previous work (VeriFlog [7] ) with the ability to automatically repair the web pages that don't obey to a given rule and to verify if the changes introduced do not violate any of the rules provided for the website. We accomplish these tasks by introducing type declarations and compile time type checking along with consistency verification and type-checking during runtime.
Our base language is XCentric [4] . This language achieves a high level of expressivity through a new unification model based on flexible arity function symbols and sequence variables. We recently purposed in [6] the extension of the language with types, providing a mean of checking, querying and processing in a simpler way. XCentric provides a very pleasant way to query data in html/xml documents and to write verification rules. The framework works by translating documents to terms (an internal representation for documents), and then optionally applying syntactic validation, verifying semantics and inferring new data. All the different modules are implemented in XCentric which is built on top of SWI-Prolog [15] , thus the programmer can use all the potential of SWI-Prolog in addition to XCentric.
Let's now present a simple example of use of the framework. Let's suppose we have a XML file describing a list of publications which is valid against the following DTD:
<!ELEMENT b i b ( pub * )> <!ELEMENT pub ( a u t h o r + , t i t l e , b o o k t i t l e , volume ? , y e a r ? , p u b l i s h e r ? )> <!ELEMENT a u t h o r ( #PCDATA)> <!ELEMENT t i t l e ( #PCDATA)> <!ELEMENT b o o k t i t l e ( #PCDATA)> <!ELEMENT volume ( #PCDATA)> <!ELEMENT y e a r ( #PCDATA)> <!ELEMENT p u b l i s h e r ( #PCDATA)> and we want to impose one simple constraint:
• If the year of publication is greater than 2006, the string "to appear" must occur in the "booktitle" content. If it doesn't then simply add it. In this program we retrieve an XML document from a url given in URLPub, then it is converted to the internal representation by builtin xml2pro and binded to type type pub which represents the DTD presented before. The rule is described in predicate r1, where pub is used as a flexible arity functor (thus X and Y may have zero or more elements) and for all publications where the year is greater than 2006 and the string "to appear" does not occur in the booktitle, the string "to appear" is automatically added to the content of booktitle. This is done for all publications on X1 which violate the set of constraints resulting in a new document X2. During compile time a static analysis is carried on in order to see if the rule violates the declared type. During run-time the types are again used in order to verify that the values introduced don't change the document in wrong way. In case there is more than one rule, a consistency check is also made in order to insure that actions made by one rule does not violate other rule.
In the rest of the paper we assume that the reader is familiar with logic programming ( [13] ) and XML ( [17] ). We start in section 2 by presenting related work, then in section 3 we present the concepts behind XCentric language, we proceed in section 4 by introducing types and in section 6 we present our new verification framework along with some examples, finally we present future work and conclude.
Related Work
Website verification was addressed in several previous works. In [1] the authors present a rewriting-based framework that uses simulation [10] in order to query terms, this was a new rewriting-based language quite different from ours. In [2] , the authors present a semi-automatic methodology for repairing faulty websites by applying a set of concepts from Integrity Constraint [14] thus, very different from our type-based approach which uses static checking and run time validation. In [9] the author proposed the use of a simple pattern-matching-based language and its translation to Prolog as a framework for website verification. Our work also uses Prolog but our syntax smoothly integrates with it, thus our framework inherits all the power of Prolog. We also provide a richer interface to semistructured data. In [16] logic was proposed as the rule language for semantic verification, there the authors provide a mean for introducing rules in a graphical format. In contrast, our work provides a powerful programming language and thus a richer and more flexible way to write rules. In [12] the author proposed an algorithm for website verification similar to [3] in expressiveness but based in a different theoretical approach. The idea was to extend sequence and nonsequence variable pattern matching with context variables, allowing a more flexible way to process semistructured data but the author doesn't provide an implementation.
XCentric
Here we present briefly the concept behind XCentric. Further details can be found in [5] . XCentric extends Prolog with terms with flexible arity symbols and sequence variables. In XCentric we extend the domain of discourse of Prolog (trees over uninterpreted functors) with finite sequences of trees.
Definition 1 A sequencet, is defined as follows:
• ε is the empty sequence.
• t 1 ,t is a sequence if t 1 is a term andt is a sequence Example 1 Given the terms f (a), b and X, thent = f (a), b, X is a sequence.
Definition 2 If t 1 and t 2 are terms then t 1 = t 2 (standard Prolog unification) and t 1 = * = t 2 (unification of terms with flexible arity symbols) are constraints.
A constraint t 1 = * = t 2 or t 1 = t 2 is solvable if and only if there is an assignment of sequences or ground terms, respectively, to variables therein such that the constraint evaluates to true, i.e. such that after that assignment the terms become equal. XCentric programs have a syntax similar to Prolog extended with the new constraint = * =. The operational model of XCentric is the same of Prolog.
Constraint Solving
Constraints of the form t 1 = * = t 2 are solved by a non-standard unification that calculates the corresponding minimal complete set of unifiers. Details about the implementation of this non-standard unification can be found in [4] . As motivation we present some examples of unification: Note that this non-standard unification is conservative with respect to standard unification: in the last example the first solution corresponds to the use of standard unification. Soundness and completeness of this non-standard unification were proved in [11] and [5] .
XML Processing
In XCentric an XML document is translated to a term with flexible arity function symbol. This term has a main functor (the root tag) and zero or more arguments. Although our actual implementation translates attributes to a list of pairs, since attributes do not play a relevant role in this work we will omit them in the examples, for the sake of simplicity. Consider the simple XML file presented bellow: All the solutions can then be found by backtracking.
Note that ' ' is an unnamed sequence variable which unifies with any sequence. Further details and examples can be found in [4, 5] .
Types: XCentric has a powerful type system based on Regular Types [6] as a verification mechanism. Very briefly a regular expression type is represented by definitions of the form :-type α ---> τ 1 ; . . . ; τ n describing sequences of values: a* (sequence of zero or more a's), a+ (sequence of one or more a's), a? (zero or one a), a|b (a or b) and a,b (a followed by b).
Verification Framework
In this section we describe how the framework works. We start by defining a set of rules as the constraints for a given website. We introduce special builtins for dealing with errors and finally show how the static-time verification and the run-time consistency checking work. In this paper we focus on syntactic validation, semantic verification and error correction. The framework keeps the same tools for querying and inferring data as presented in [7] and thus we address the interested reader to [7] for further details on this specific topic. The framework can be used as a tool for the webmaster which feeds it with a set of pages to verify and correct them.
Another approach can be the use of the framework as an auditing tool for everyone which publishes in the website. The webmaster describes the rules and the system is used to verify the content of any page prior to its publication online. The page can only be published if the system confirms it is correct accordingly to the imposed constraints.
Website Constraints
Definition 3 We define a set of website constraints (SWC) as follows:
• A main rule whose input is a web page (W pageI) and output is a new web page (W pageO) resulting from the input page with the necessary changes in order to obey to the set of constraints imposed:
rn(W pagen−1, W pageO).
• Each rule r i imposes some action to be taken in case some set of constraints is violated. We call these kind of rule an action rule. The rule may change the original document in order to make it obey to the constraint set.
Note that W pageI and W pageO is our internal representation for XML data and thus W pageI resulted from translating a web page from a URL or file by using one of the internal builtins available in the framework. We now define three new builtins associated with action rules:
• delete(S, W pageI, W pageO, L) -deletes sequence S which respect the constraints in L from W pageI resulting in W pageO.
• replace(S 1 , S 2 , W pageI, W pageO, L) -replace sequence S 1 which respect the constraints in L by sequence S 2 in W pageI by W pageO.
• f ailure(W ebpageI, L, M esg) -used when the error is to serious to be automatically solved. Message M esg is shown when the constraints in L are violated.
Elements in L are, for example, tests in the values present in the sequences in order to verify they follow a certain criteria.
Example 5 Given the following web page: If we apply:
W 1 will be translated to:
t e a c h e r ( name ( ' ' Mario ' ' ) , t e a c h i n g ( c o u r s e ( ' ' C o m p i l e r s ' ' ) , c o u r s e ( ' ' T h e o r y o f C o m p u t a t i o n ' ' ) ) ) .
where the phone and email tags have been deleted. If for example we want to delete all the names of course which do not occur in our database in variable DB, one can do:
If for example "Theory of Computation" does not occur in DB the result is:
t e a c h e r ( name ( ' ' Mario ' ' ) , t e a c h i n g ( c o u r s e ( ' ' C o m p i l e r s ' ' ) ) ) .
Example 6 Given the following XML file for a catalog of books translated to a term in W 1 :
<c a t a l o g> . . . <book number="500"> <name> H a s k e l l : The C r a f t o f F u n c t i o n a l Programming ( 2 nd E d i t i o n ) </ name> <a u t h o r>Simon Thompson</ a u t h o r> <p r i c e>41</ p r i c e> <y e a r>1999</ y e a r> </ book> . . . </ c a t a l o g> to replace all the prices with non-numeric values by 0 one can do:
To reduce 10% to all the prices higher than 45 one can do:
We now proceed with an example of running sets of website constraints.
Example 7 Let's use again a teacher's webpage which is valid with respect to the following DTD:
<!ELEMENT t e a c h e r ( name , phone , e m a i l * , r e s e a r c h , t e a c h i n g , c u r r i c u l u m )> <!ELEMENT name ( #PCDATA)> <!ELEMENT phone ( #PCDATA)> <!ELEMENT e m a i l ( #PCDATA)> <!ELEMENT r e s e a r c h ( pub * :−t y p e t e a c h e r −−−> t e a c h e r ( name ( s t r i n g ) , phone ( s t r i n g ) , e m a i l ( s t r i n g ) * , r e s e a r c h , t e a c h i n g , c u r r i c u l u m ) . :−t y p e name −−−> name ( s t r i n g ) . :−t y p e phone −−−> phone ( s t r i n g ) . :−t y p e e m a i l −−−> e m a i l ( s t r i n g ) . :−t y p e r e s e a r c h −−−> r e s e a r c h ( pub * ) . :−t y p e pub −−−> pub ( a u t h o r + , t i t l e , b o o k t i t l e , v o l u m e ? , y e a r ? , p u b l i s h e r ? ) . :−t y p e a u t h o r −−−> a u t h o r ( s t r i n g ) . :−t y p e t i t l e −−−> t i t l e ( s t r i n g ) . We want to verify the following constraints:
• The teacher must have a non empty curriculum tag in his homepage and this tag should include a small text were the teacher resumes his curriculum: he should include a reference to the degree and the year he obtained it. In case this rule is not obeyed, a small warning text should appear in the curriculum tag.
• A well-formed email address should be available, otherwise the verification should be canceled and the error reported.
• All the publications the teacher has that don't appear in the central repository should be deleted.
We can build the program presented in Fig. 1 n o t ( s u b s t r i n g ( X , ' y e a r ' ) ) , w r i t e ( " R u l e 1 f a i l s ! " ) , ! . Although not detected at compile time, since not having an email is valid accordingly to the DTD, this error would be detected when checking the rules at run-time by: r 2 (W) :− d e e p ( e m a i l ( X ) ,W) , n o t ( s u b s t r i n g ( X , ' @ncc . up . p t ' ) ) , w r i t e ( " R u l e 2 f a i l s ! " ) , ! , f a i l .
And thus rule number 4 made an inconsistent change in relation to rule number 2.
The output document is again checked against the declared types to find errors from actions which depend on values.
Conclusion
In this paper we present a framework for website verification at compile-time and run-time using type verification of rules applicable to documents. Errors can be automatically solved by introducing actions that are executed whenever an error is found. Errors within the set of web constraints imposed by the system administrator are detected by type checking at compile time complemented with further type checking at run time and consistency analysis to detect constraints whose action may violate other constraints. XML-based websites although not yet widespread, will probably become more and more popular in the next years thus increasing the utility of a tools such as the one presented in this paper.
